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How to convert in batch to xls with spreadsheet sdk in Console and
ByteScout Barcode Suite

How to write a robust code in Console to convert in batch to xls with spreadsheet sdk with
this step-by-step tutorial

The sample source code below will teach you how to convert in batch to xls with spreadsheet sdk in
Console. ByteScout Barcode Suite is the bundle that privides 3 SDK products to generate barcodes (Barcode
SDK), read barcodes (Barcode Reaer SDK) and read and write spreadsheets (Spreadsheet SDK) and you can
use it to convert in batch to xls with spreadsheet sdk with Console.

Want to save time? You will save a lot of time on writing and testing code as you may just take the Console
code from ByteScout Barcode Suite for convert in batch to xls with spreadsheet sdk below and use it in your
application. IF you want to implement the functionality, just copy and paste this code for Console below into
your code editor with your app, compile and run your application. Enjoy writing a code with ready-to-use
sample codes in Console.

The trial version of ByteScout Barcode Suite can be downloaded for free from our website. It also includes
source code samples for Console and other programming languages.
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ConvertToXLS.bat

      

set current_dir=%CD%

@echo off

rem  This command will convert all files from "Input Files" directory to XLS format.
rem  Converter will use ";" delimiter when reading CSV and TXT files.

"%PROGRAMFILES%\Bytescout Spreadsheet SDK\Console\Bytescout.Spreadsheet.Console.exe" ".\Input Files\*.*"

pause  
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